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I
presents the story of the crea1rn of thuuiverse as a whole, while the

second chapter gives the story
okthe/eation

of man. It is like a book

which might begin with map of th\ftorld followed by a map of the United

States. There would be some over]*ping between the two maps, but neither

would be a duplication of the o4er. \

The literature of most na ions con ains far more repetitions than

we are accustomed to find in gush wri ga. The Buddhist scriptures

are rarely translated into nglish in full ecause of their many long

repetitions, which aA e numerous than an in Genesis.A .




elements in the story of the. floo , such as the corruption

A
of mankind, the tremendous nature of the flood, and the eventual drying

in Aof the earth are repeated for emphasis, not once but several times. This
U'' êL

fr/.P
s a common means of emphasis and it would be just as easy on this basis

divide the account into several documents as into two.. Other parts of

O' the story are stated only once, and so each document, though still in-

cluding repetitions, is really incomplete.

There are various types of leged dup icates in the Pentateuch but

all of them are susceptible to natu 1 ex anation without the artifi

cial device of assuming an interlacing documents.

LIP The fourth argument, that there a great difference of style

between the documents, is not a a le one o assess. As we noticed in

our examination of the divisive m ament, in g eral literature, there

1are many instances where the s writer uses a fferent style for

ffsrent subject matter. The leged P document i mostly made up of
1k
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